S. N. BOSE NATIONAL CENTRE FOR BASIC SCIENCES
JD Block, Sector III, Salt Lake, Kolkata 700 106

Invites nominations for the ‘S. N. Bose Chair’
The S N Bose National Centre for Basic Sciences being the very seat of learning,
befittingly chosen to bear the name of the colossal physicist, is celebrating the 125th birth
anniversary of Prof. Satyendra Nath Bose throughout the year starting from 1st January,
2018. Nominations are invited for the newly instituted S. N. Bose Chair at the Centre in the
memory of the legendary physicist. The Chair will be filled up by nomination through a
high level Search-cum-Selection committee with the following criteria.
1. The nomination is open for the Indian citizen only with exceptional academic
achievements in terms of research, teaching, awards and academy fellowships.
Distinguished scientists, internationally well known in any field of basic Sciences
may be nominated for the S. N. Bose Chair.
2. The selection for the Chair will be done by nominations received from distinguished
Scientists/ Academicians / Head of the Institutes through a Search cum Selection
Committee. Self nomination is not allowed
3. The nominee should be either working or retired as a distinguished Scientist /
Professor, Chair / HAG Professor from any institute in India
4. The minimum tenure of the Chair is three months and normal tenure of one year,
which can be extended by another year.
5. The Chair position will carry a consolidated honorarium, which is equivalent to the
highest total pay in the HAG scale applicable at that time + Rented House /
accommodation to be provided by the Centre. The consolidated honorarium will be
adjusted with the pension of the incumbent, in case of a superannuated
Faculty/Scientist drawing pension.
The deadline of receipt of the nomination : 31st July, 2018
Soft / hard copies of nominations as per given proforma should be sent to the following
address:
Director
S. N. Bose National Centre for Basic Sciences
JD Block, Sector- III
Salt Lake, Kolkata 700 106
E.mail : director@bose.res.in

